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Abstract: The proposed multiphase security model for mobile agents appears to address a critical issue in their mainstream 
deployment. The use of symmetric key cryptography is a sensible choice for securing mobile agent code and data, as it is more 
efficient than asymmetric key cryptography. The focus on defending against a meet-in-the-middle attack is also appropriate, as 
this is a common type of attack that mobile agents are vulnerable to. However, it would be helpful to provide more details about 
the specific authenticated encryption mechanism that will be used. This will help to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 
model and ensure that it is robust enough to defend against various types of attacks. It is also important to consider the energy 
consumption of the proposed security model, as mobile devices typically have limited battery life. Therefore, the model should be 
designed in a way that minimizes energy consumption while maintaining the required level of security. Overall, the proposed 
multiphase security model appears to be a step in the right direction for addressing the security issues associated with mobile 
agents. However, it is important to ensure that it is properly implemented and thoroughly tested to ensure its effectiveness and 
efficiency. 
 

I.      INTRODUCTION TO MOBILE AGENTS 
A. Theoretical Description 
1) Mobile agent 
It is a group of data and software that can independently go from one system to another while still operating on the final platform, 
according to computer science. A mobile agent in a distributed network As shown in Fig. 1.1, GiovenniVigna[1] Regarding the 
statement about mobile agents having advantages over conventional distributed approaches, this is generally true. Mobile agents can 
carry out tasks on behalf of a user or application, moving autonomously from one network node to another to perform their task. 
This can reduce network traffic and improve resource utilization since the agent can move closer to the data it needs to access or 
process, rather than transferring the data over the network to a centralized server. However, as mentioned earlier, security risks 
associated with mobile agents need to be addressed to ensure their safe deployment. 
According to Greenberg et al. [2], a mobile agent is a software agent that is self-contained, social, learning, and—most 
importantly—moving. A process that can relocate its state from one environment to another while keeping its data and carrying on 
as usual in the new environment is referred to as a mobile agent. When and when this business is conducted will be decided by the 
agents. Movement is typically created using RPC approaches. 

 
Fig1.1 Mobile Agent Framework 
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II.      LITERATURE SURVEY 
The security risks raised by mobile agents are well-known in the security community, and as a result, a lot of study is being done in 
this area. Many initiatives have been launched to address the threats that mobile agents confront, however the bulk of them only 
address a piece of the problem.  
Collaborating agents as proposed by V. Roth and J.Peters[3], This approach can provide several benefits, such as fault tolerance, 
scalability, and adaptability to changing environments. In a collaborative agent system, agents can be dynamically added or 
removed as needed, and the system can continue to operate effectively even if some agents fail or are unavailable. Borselius[4], In 
the case of the shopping agent, deploying a large number of mobile agents, each travelling a separate route, can help to improve the 
chances of finding the best offer while also improving security. By having multiple agents travelling different routes and 
communicating their votes among themselves, the system can better resist attacks that attempt to manipulate the results by 
compromising a single agent.  
According to N. Borselius[5], the security difficulties faced by non-mobile agents can be handled to a significant extent utilizing 
existing security technologies and protocols, at least in theory. In a large-scale multi-agent system, trust and delegation difficulties 
are challenging to handle. Agents must be able to reason and make decisions based on a number of security criteria, even though a 
public key infrastructure will almost definitely be a critical component of the solution. 
Lee et. al[6]An intriguing method of mobile code protection is provided by Lee et al.'s technology, which enables an agent platform 
to run a programme that encapsulates an encrypted function without being able to decrypt the original function. This may aid in 
preventing hackers from gaining access to the original code and perhaps exploiting flaws or stealing confidential data." 
Using cooperative agents, as proposed by Volker Roth [7], Overall, using cooperative agents can be an effective approach to 
improving the security and efficiency of mobile agent systems. However, it is important to ensure that the agents are properly 
designed, implemented, and secured to prevent attacks and ensure the safety and privacy of the system's users, for example, can 
achieve a similar scenario to that described with trustworthy nodes. One such strategy for ensuring that a mobile agent arrives safely 
at its destination is proposed by [8]. In the case of the shopping agent, a large number of mobile agents can be deployed, each 
travelling a separate route, and the agents communicate their votes among themselves before settling on the best offer. 
Leeet. al [9], proposal of mixed-multiplicative homomorphism is an interesting approach to encrypting data without using keys or 
encryption techniques. Homomorphic encryption allows computations to be performed on encrypted data without needing to 
decrypt it, which can be useful in scenarios where sensitive data needs to be processed securely.  According to M. Alfalayleh and L. 
Brankovic[10], The authors compare the security of mobile agents with agent platforms and conclude that securing mobile agents is 
more difficult due to their autonomous and mobile nature. Mobile agents need to be protected from malicious hosts and other 
potential security threats as they move between different hosts and networks.  After three years, Fritz Hohl[11]Black box security 
works by encapsulating the mobile agent in a black box, which allows the agent to execute its code and perform its tasks without 
exposing its internal state or data to the host. The host is only able to interact with the agent through a limited set of interfaces, 
which are designed to prevent unauthorized access or modification of the agent's data. The cryptography history is presented by 
another significant legend, B. Scheiner[12]. Of course, confidentiality has always been necessary, but before the First World War, 
key advances were published in a more or less timely manner, and the topic proceeded in a similar way to other specialized areas. 
The first issue is the safety of the agent platform against malicious agents. Various generally accepted approaches, including access 
control, password security, and sandboxes, have already been presented to solve the first problem. Environmental key generation 
Ahila and Shunmugunathan[13], encrypted functions, obfuscation Uddin et. al [14], and tracing of path execution are the promptest 
solutions for malicious host problems so far. However, these systems have a number of flaws that necessitate a comprehensive 
preventive solution that balances security and overhead.In our current system, security against hostile hosts is a worry, and we've 
uncovered existing security flaws that must be corrected before this technology can be broadly deployed.  
 
A. Aim Of The Research 
1) The aim of the research is to develop a protection policyformobile agent and it’sitinerary from malicious host framework by 

authentication encryption to perform, integrity, confidentiality and authentication of each message without increasing the 
additional energy consumption. 

2) To develop a secure mobile agent-based system, where computational code Jolly and Batra[15] is moved to a remote platform's 
data location, where it performs operations on resource data and returns the results to the agent owner. 

3) To provide Security in mobile agent code. 
4) To protect the data from malicious execution environment. 
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5) To facilitate integrity, authentication, confidentiality and malicious host problem. 
6) Preventative steps are used to ensure confidentiality and authenticity, while detecting techniques are used to assure integrity. 

 
B. Proposed Security System For Malicious Host 
By using a malicious host method, we proposed a secure way to identify any prospective security vulnerabilities Wei et. al [16]. To 
ensure that mobile agent communication is secure, a partial result authentication code and sliding encryption are utilized. To 
participate in an agent-based transaction Mittal and Mishra [17], each host platform must first register with a trusted key server and 
get an identity certificate. This platform should have a public-private key pair and a random number K to encrypt the mobile agent.  
The 128-bit key is expanded into both the eight state variables and the eight counters in the AESsymmetric key methodChauhan and 
Purohit[18], resulting in a one-to-one link between the key and the initial state variables and counters.  

 
III.      SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 

A. Description 
Mobile agents are object-oriented software program with adaptability, communication ability, responsiveness, autonomy, 
responsiveness, and intelligence that make them more useful than other network infrastructure mechanisms such as client servers. In 
a mobile agent, the following characteristics of flexibility and autonomy are evident. 
 
B. Specific Requirements 
The various specific requirements of the project work are as stated below: 
1) Hardware Requirements 
a) Intel Core i3 Processor, CD-ROM, 4GB RAM, 60 GB HDD, 
b) Internet connection from client to server machine 
c) TCP/IP network for communication between clients and server  

 
2) Software Requirements 
a) Operating System: Windows 10 
b) Programming Tool: Java JDK 1.6 
c) IDE: Net Beans 
 

IV.      DESIGNING AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
A. Architectural Strategy 
Code security (tampering attack, code privacy, and code integrity) and data security are two types of mobile agent security (data 
integrity, data privacy, etc.). There are two techniques to migrate mobile agents. 
1) Predefined Itinerary 
2) Free Roaming 
This form of itinerary, as seen in Fig.4.1, is referred to as a static itinerary, and it puts the mobile agent's adaptability to the test.  

 
Fig. 4.1Mobile Agent’s Itinerary Security 
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B. Process Flow Diagram For Node Registration 
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Fig. 4.7 Process Flow Diagram for Node Registration 

 
C. Process Flow Diagram For Secure Key Issuing 
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D. Sequence Diagram 
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Fig. 4.9 Sequence Diagram 

  
V.      IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Algorithm Used 
Name: Algorithm for Node Registration 
Input: Node Information configuration 
Output: Successfully Node Registration 
Step-1: Initialize Key Stream generator  
Step-2: Initializing Vector of 256-bit Sub Keys    
Step-3: Node “A” sends request to KSG 
Step-4: KSG received the request, generates Node “A” identity (IDA) 
Step-5: KSG generates Node “A” proof of registration (ProofA) 
Step-6: Implement Rabbit-MAC scheme 
Step-7: Distribute Secret shares to 32-bit n- Sub Keys 
Step-8: WSN receives secret shares from KSG and sends them to Node “A” 
Step-9: IDA and ProofAis reconstructed. 

 
B. Approach Used For Implementation 
1) Design Key Stream Generator  
a) Status showing for keys generated 
b) Status showing the key generation process 
2) Design collaborative Initialization Vectors 
3) Design WSN Node 
a) Input for port number 
b) Auto detection of Node IP address 
c) Registration facility with KSG 
d) Get keys from collaborative IV 
e) Viewing of received message 
f) Messaging privileged 
 Destination IP settings 
4) Design for Node registration 
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5) Design for securing key issuing 
Encryption schemes are classified into two types. They are  
a) Symmetric-key cryptography 
b) Public key cryptography 

 
C. Source Code Description 
 

VI.      RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. Overview 
Testing is a crucial part of software development, as it helps to identify and fix errors or bugs in the system, ensuring that the 
software is of high quality and reliable. Various testing techniques can be used, such as functional testing, performance testing, 
security testing, and user acceptance testing. It is important to document the testing results, as they can be used as a reference for 
future updates or improvements to the system. 
 
B. Test Plans 
In this test plan all major activities are described below. 
 
1) Unit Testing 
Testing is a testing technique that focuses on individual modules or units of code to ensure that each unit works as expected and is 
error-free. The purpose of unit testing is to identify and fix bugs at an early stage of the development process. By testing each 
module separately, it's easier to isolate and fix any issues that arise, rather than trying to debug the entire program as a whole. 
Additionally, unit testing helps to ensure that changes made to a module don't affect the functionality of other modules. 
 

Table 6.1 Unit Testing 1 

 
Table 6.2 Unit Testing 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Test Name: - Testing of “WSN_Node.java 

Testing Item: - “MOBILE_Node.java” 

Sample Input: - 
Enter all the swing component accurately along with connectivity to other module 

Output: - 
Execution of program should yield operation of MOBILE_Node in the application of 
MOBILE. 

Actual output: - Same as expected output 

Remarks: - Testing is successful 

Name of Test: -   Testing of “E_Key_1.java” 
Testing Item: - “E_Key_1.java” 

Sample Input: - Create a class and use thread and configure the swing component correctly. 

Expected output: - Execution of this program should yield the activation of initialization of 
vector  

Expected output: - Same as expected output 
Remarks: - Testing is successful 
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Table 6.3 Unit Testing 3 
Name of Test: -  Testing of “I_Vectors.java” 
Testing Item: - “I_Vectors.java” 

Sample Input: - 
Create a class and method using key evoked due to performed action by 
node 

Output: - Generation of keys in Key stream generation center 
Actual output: - Same as expected output 

Remarks: - Testing is successful 
 

Table 6.4 Unit Testing 4 

 
2) Integration Testing 
Data can be lost across an interface: one module's subsidiary functions may have a negative impact on another's, causing them to fail 
to deliver the expected principal function when combined; global data structures may cause problems. It is a technique for 
constructing the programme structure and testing for interface concerns at the same time. All components are merged in this step of 
testing. After then, the programme was put to the test. 
 

Table 6.5 Integration Testing 1 
Test Name: - Integration of “MOBILE Node” and “Key stream generator” 

Testing Item: - Appropriateness in link creation between WSN Node and KSG 
Sample Input: - Provoke the MOBILE Node for requesting to join KSG 

Expected output: - The application instantly provokes the MOBILE Node to enter specific 
values  

Output: - Same as expected output. 
Remarks: - Testing is successful 

 
Table 6.6 Integration Testing 2 

Test Name: - MAC and the KSG integration 

Testing Item: - Message Authentication Code 

Sample Input: - Start Node request till it comes in KSG 

Expected output: - 
KSG generate Node ID and keyed message which are combined to generate 
secret key 

Output: - Same as expected output 

Remarks: - Pass 

Test Name: -  Testing of “receiver.java” 
Testing Item: - “receiver.java” 

Sample Input: - Initialize the port number to Zero and design a thread for this. 
Output: - The peer client should be able to receive message  

Actual output: - Same as expected output 
Remarks: - Testing is successful 
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3) System Testing 
During system testing, the system as a whole was tested to ensure that it met the functional and non-functional requirements 
specified in the requirements specification. The testing included both positive and negative test cases to verify the correct 
functioning of the system under different conditions. The system was tested for performance, security, usability, and compatibility 
to ensure that it meets the expectations of the end-users. The results of the testing were analyzed, and any defects found were 
reported to the development team for rectification. After the defects were fixed, the testing was repeated to ensure that the system 
was functioning as expected. Finally, the system was validated by the customer to ensure that it met their requirements and 
expectations. 
 

Table 6.7 System Testing 1 
Test Name: - Performance evaluation in terms of OS 

 Testing Item: -  Compatibility with different OS 
Sample Input: - Program execution in different versions of OS. 

Expected output: - Windows 10 as latest OS should deliver better performance 
Actual output: - Same as expected output 

Remarks: - Testing is successful 
 

Table 6.8 System Testing 2 
Test Name: - Evaluation of performance in terms of time 

Testing Item: - Average time taken 
Sample Input: - Program to be executed in 10 passes 

Expected output: - Execution should be performed in 1-2 minutes 
Actual output: - Same as expected output.  

Remarks: - Testing is successful 
 

Table 6.9 System Testing 3 
Test Name: -  Processor type 

Testing Item: - Processor compatibility 
                   Input: - Execute the program in different versions of processor 
Expected Output: - Best performance in core i3 

Actual output: - Same as expected output.  
Remarks: - Testing is successful 

 
Table 6.10 System Testing4 

Test Name: -  IDE Version System Testing 

Testing Item: - Compatibility of NetBeans IDE version with programs 

                   Input: - Execution of programs in different versions of NetBeans 

Expected Output: - Nil issues in execution 

Actual output: - Same as expected output.  

Remarks: - Testing is successful 
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C. Snapshots Of Mobile Agent Security Development Model 

 
Fig. 6.1 Start the KSG Key Stream Generator GUI should be created 

 

 
Fig 6.2Start the M_Node batch File 

 

 
Fig. 6.4 Entering Port No 

 

 
Fig. 6.3 Enter the Node Port no. 
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Fig. 6.5 Registering with KSG 

 

 
Fig. 6.6 Registering and Key Issuing Process 

 

 
Fig. 6.7 Activities in KSG 
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VII.      CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
The most important security provided by the framework is that take into account the limitations of such devices. Additionally, the 
use of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence in mobile agent security can be explored further to provide more robust and 
adaptive security measures. Moreover, the integration of blockchain technology can also be considered to enhance the security of 
mobile agent systems. Overall, there is a lot of potential for further research and development in this area, and it is important to 
continue exploring new approaches to ensure the security of mobile agent systems in the face of evolving security threats. 
List of Abbreviations       
1) RPC: Remote Procedural Call 
2) MAS: Mobile Agent System 
3) TCP/IP: Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol 
4) MAE: Mobile Agent Environment 
5) SRS: Software Requirement Specification 
6) WSN: Wireless Sensor Network 
7) KSG: Key Stream Generator 
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